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Title – Ivey & Bean Doomed to Dance
Author – Annie Barrows
Call Number – JF BARROWS
Book Description Finally! After months of begging their parents for ballet lessons, Ivy and Bean finally get what
they want . . . well, not exactly. Much to their surprise, it turns out ballet lessons do not cover
karate chops and roundhouse kicks. The girls have no interest in learning how to dance
gracefully, but they promised their parents they would finish the entire ballet course! When it
comes time for Ivy and Bean to participate in the ocean-themed class recital, the girls must figure
out a way to get out of it without breaking their promises.

Title – Ballpark Mysteries – The World Series Curse
Author – David Kelly
Call Number – JF KELLY
Book Description Red Sox versus Cubs. Game five. It looks like Mike and Kate are about to watch the Cubs win it
all. But then someone starts messing with the team — ruining equipment, getting Cubs players in
trouble, and even stirring up an old baseball curse. Now the Red Sox are coming back! Who will
win the ultimate baseball trophy? And can Mike and Kate make sure it’s won fair and square?

Title – The Trouble with Babies
Author – Claudia Mills
Call Number – JF MILLS
Book Description Nora Alpers has just become a ten-year-old aunt. To prepare for the new arrival, Nora has been
writing down baby-related facts in her special notebook, just like she does with her favorite
subject: ants. She likes the idea that someone who studies the A-N-T is also an A-U-N-T, even

though she doesn’t know anything about taking care of babies.
A new family member isn’t the only thing stressing Nora out. At school, Nora has to write
journals in the voice of a pioneer on the Oregon Trail and prepare for the annual science fair.
Science is normally Nora’s best subject — until Nora ends up being paired with science-hating,
cat-obsessed Emma! How will Nora ever learn to be a good aunt if she’s trying to survive the
Oregon Trail and arguing against Emma’s unscientific science-fair ideas?

Title – A Most Magical Girl
Author – Karen Foxlee
Call Number – JF FOXLEE
Book Description Annabel Grey is primed for a proper life as a young lady in Victorian England. But when her
mother suddenly disappears, she’s put in the care of two eccentric aunts who thrust her into a
decidedly un-ladylike life, full of potions and flying broomsticks and wizards who eat nothing
but crackers. Magic, indeed! Who ever heard of such a thing?
Before Annabel can assess the most ladylike way to respond to her current predicament, she is
swept up in an urgent quest. Annabel is pitted against another young witch, Kitty, to rescue the
sacred Moreover Wand from the dangerous underworld that exists beneath London. The two
girls outsmart trolls, find passage through a wall of faerie bones, and narrowly escape a dragon,
but it doesn’t take long for Annabel to see that the most dangerous part of her journey is her
decision to trust this wild, magical girl.
Sparkling with Karen Foxlee’s enchanting writing, this is a bewitching tale of one important
wand and two most magical girls.

Title – What Elephants Know
Author – Eric Dinerstein
Call Number – JF DINERSTEIN
Book Description Abandoned in the jungle of the Nepalese Borderlands, two-year-old Nandu is found living under
the protective watch of a pack of wild dogs. From his mysterious beginnings, fate delivers him to
the King's elephant stable, where he is raised by unlikely parents-the wise head of the stable,
Subba-sahib, and Devi Kali, a fierce and affectionate female elephant.
When the king's government threatens to close the stable, Nandu, now twelve, searches for a way
to save his family and community. A risky plan could be the answer. But to succeed, they'll need

a great tusker. The future is in Nandu's hands as he sets out to find a bull elephant and bring him
back to the Borderlands.

Title – School of the Dead
Author - Avi
Call Number – JF AVI
Book Description For most of Tony Gilbert’s life, he has thought of his uncle as “Weird Uncle Charlie.” That is,
until Uncle Charlie moves in with Tony and his family. Uncle Charlie is still odd, of course —
talking about spirits and other supernatural stuff — but he and Tony become fast friends, and
Tony ends up having a lot of fun with Uncle Charlie.
When Uncle Charlie dies suddenly, Tony is devastated. Then he starts seeing Uncle Charlie
everywhere! It doesn’t help that Tony switched schools — it was Uncle Charlie’s dying wish that
Tony attend the Penda School, where Uncle Charlie himself went as a kid. The Penda School is
eerie enough without his uncle’s ghost making it worse. On top of that, rumors have been
circulating about a student who went missing shortly before Tony arrived. Could that somehow
be related to Uncle Charlie’s ghost?
Full of twists and turns that get spookier by the chapter, School of the Dead is a fast-paced
mystery that Avi’s fans will devour!

